
 
 
 
Kauno Kolegija University of Applied Sciences, Lithuania 

Quotes of Faculty of Sports and Nutrition students who followed their minor 
here in 2015-2016 
 
Housing (in private sector or organised via the university) 
Accommodation via the university (€0-200): You will live with two people in one room and 20+ people in one kitchen/bathroom. 
Trust me; it gets really dirty and really confronting sometimes. If i had to choose again i would go to vilnius and get an apartment.  
 
Accommodation via the university (€0-200): It was nice to live together with international people 
 
Cultural differences 
The whole Lithuanian attitude is super relaxed, everything here is going 5 paces slower and you can see that in everything. From 
providing information regarding your courses/schedules to lecturers being on time/at school. 
 
They put sauce on their pizza, it's called 'pizza sauce'. Most people here want to help you if you are struggeling with the language 
(the older people speak Russian as second language, so they can't speak English at all). Every student here is taking the bus if they 
have to go somewhere. There are no big differences in communication. 
 
Tips for future students 
Everything is super cheap so it doesn't really matter what you choose(transport, gym, etc). Spending a lot of time with ESN is really 
helpful. It is an organization that helped me a lot and brought me most(practically all) of my friends there.  
 
Also for trips: scanbalt experience. And the buss agencies (all of them, you can find them at the train station in Vilnius) have super 
cheap tickets (think as low as 2-18 euro) to almost every city in europe. Meeting new, international students and going on almost 
every possible trip were definitely the highlights of my stay there.  
 
Kauno kolegija is probably better when you just take the international business and marketing course and don't expect the level 
andspeed of service/help you get at home. 
 
Buy a buscard for 3 months (with studentcard it is just 13 euros) Go on a lot of trips, it is cheap to fly from Lithuania to 
most of the countries With Eurolines or Luxexpress you can travel really cheap (sometimes they have discounts) 
 
Short statement about the university 
Everybody is nice but most teachers/employees only lithuanian. The ESN board is extremely helpful, are always there for you and 
organise something almost every week; super! And the dormitory on campus isn't really up to dutch standards but it does bring you 
a unique experience and a group of amazing international friends. 
 
It is easy to get high marks without doing much, but the ESN KK group is amazing (they are a group of students who are acting as 
mentors for the international students. They are organizing amazing trips and parties). 

http://www.kaunokolegija.lt/en/
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